T662 H.U.L.K. Extra Large I.D. Frac Plug

Operation:

The Target T662 H.U.L.K. Large I.D. Frac Plug is an Extra Large Bore, Wireline Set Bridge Plug. When used with dissolvable frac balls, the H.U.L.K. Frac Plug becomes a unique plug system for the fracturing of wells, while completely eliminating the need for a drill out procedure such as required when using composite plugs or small bore cast frac plugs. The H.U.L.K. is designed with an extra large bore to eliminate the need to remove it from the well bore for full production. This allows the H.U.L.K., with a dissolvable ball system, to be run where composite plugs and coil tubing just cannot go.

Whether the H.U.L.K. is run as the lower plugs in the toe of the well for a plug and perforating system, or a full string of H.U.L.K. plugs are used for the entire completion, time and money is saved up front due to not requiring coil tubing to drill out the plugs and allowing full production to begin immediately. The H.U.L.K. frac plug’s technology brings a new player to the horizontal fracturing game, saving you time and money.

Characteristics:

- Extra Large Bore Design for Maximum Production Flow Rate
- Proprietary Armor™ Cast Iron Slip Eliminates Premature Setting
- No Coil Tubing Drill Out Required
- Extended Reach to Run Deeper Due to No Drill Out Requirement
- Fully Drillable Design